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This well one.
"Help!"
- Hola, esto es tuyo?
- Papa.
That I thought.
Hello.
I went to make that by you mas takes.
You yet do not have to do it now.
- Esta bien, Tienes hambre?
- Si.
- Cereal?
- Esta bien.
- El plan.
- El plan.
Potato this by revealing the plan.
I will take the cart, I will pick up them of
The school and we will handle later
Directly.
He sounds well.
- No suena bien.
- Ahora qué?
You always tell us to go to her
School and now us expensive of her.
What must my studies?
Why do you smile?
It is that I never intended to hear you telling that.
He makes me smile.
I do not want to go.
We do this every year.
It is the only moment in that
That are all together ones.
I like the grandfather's house.
- Destruyen mi educacin.
- No digas eso.
If?
Very good I constitute Mr
What he said is interesting.
And also him I want to say that the column
Of yesterday also it was impressive.
Who are you?
I am Marty Barasco, I wanted to thank him
By the last Friday column
He made me understand my parents.
This well one, good Marty
Which mas can I make by you?
Mr wanted to see his daughter
Jane.
In fact, I came by Face.
Taste know you, comes back in 3 years.
I do not want to boast but the Mr Shaw
He says that it am one of the best ones
Drivers in his class, he says that
I am ready for the expressway.
We do not agree.
Expensive, we go.
- Me dejas?
- Ya veremos.
-3 en punto, no lleguen...
- Ya sabemos.
Evening.
For which he knows it, the boy that you threw out
My friend Marty, is my fellow
Of laboratory of the type of science
Even we are doing a project.
The bus.
- ¡Esperen!
- ¡Apurate!
If?
If, you him half an hour sends ago.
What?
¡No can be!
- Dnde esta tu hermana?
- Llegas tarde.
Yumes went.
Can I handle?
- Papa ser premiado.
- No tan rpido.
- Hay otras dos columnas nominadas.
- Es grandioso.
Can I handle?
He looks, you are a good driver
Himself that is other million of
If you do not let me never learn.
But if I leave you maybe not alive.
What was that? Which bundles?
You shamed me.
Perdon by interrupting your
Studies with your friend.
Everyone can not be monks I eat your.
Of by the way, these punished.
- Castigada?
- Si.
- Por cuanto tiempo?
- De por vida.
- Vamos papa.
- Esto es humillante.
- Ni que lo digas.
- Castigada por un mes.
A month? It is worse than I always give birth.
Why potato?
- Me mentiste.
- No puedes con la verdad.
Quizas you would have to try it for the next one.
- Pero, pero...
- No.
- Esta bien papa, amo a Marty.
- Por favor.
Pope; pope; high; listening.
I did not know it immediately, I take a time.
What is a time?
I know it per 3 weeks
But I knew it at the 3 days.
- Quizas si pueda.
- No, no.
That feeling is not love.
- Lo amo, lo amo, lo amo.
- No es apropiado.
- Lo amo, lo amo, lo amo, lo amo.
- Crees que es amor pero no lo es.
It is not like that
These either, pope?
There Jane's university, goes
And there her goes opposite
What must mine?
Your these well ones, does not wait.
There he goes.
You can not move me away from Marty.
Pope, let me remember that the
Half of the world are boys.
Conocere to others.
But alone Marty this in my heart.
One that I am very good driver.
Not.
There you have.
I believe that your sisters are not
Very satisfied with me.
Why do you believe that I am that?
You are a good father but
Sometimes a bad pope.
Who told you to say that?
Nobody.
This very expensive One, can tell it to me.
- Yo misma lo invente.
- Cul de tus hermanas te lo dijo?
Him I invent by myself, myself, I am in the fourth grade
I can think of things by myself.
Jane or Face?
- Yo misma pens en eso.
- Jane o Cara?
I am in the fourth grade
- Esta en el cuarto grado
- Esta en el cuarto grado
They already arrived!
Girls go, they already arrived.
Hello grandfather.
Hello pope.
That good that they are everybody here.
- Cmo estas?
- Estoy bien.
Or my girls not do not, stand me maybe.
It is not novelty.
He looks at your girls, they are all floodwaters.
They are not, very young even.
Hello, I go, she grew.
He grows daily.
Hello.
Hello Elli.
- Haba trafico?
- Si, terrible.
- Hola hermana.
- Me alegra que vinieras.
Who are any them?
I had never seen them.
- Hola to Dan.
- Di algo.
- Algo.
- Paso, lo sabia.

Then he is, he sounds well.

He helps your uncle with his suitcases.

Fondness, your brother Mitch

He will bring a visit like that that

I am in the special room.

This well one.

- Duerme bien.
- Tu tambin.

Good morning.

Did they sleep well?

If.

Them can I bring something?

He gets a life.

- Solo necesitan espacio.

- Eso necesita?

If, everyone him need.

Why do not you go by the newspapers?

- Mama...

- Anda, te hara bien.

Pierdete by a moment.

- Debera quedarme.

- No, pierdete Danny.

It is not a request.

- Podra atenderme?

- En un minuto.

He went to the centre then.

By cafe.

I excuse, I could help me?

If.

I am looking for a book obviously.

Something in particular?

If, something that is possible

Help to fight with.

What could be a situation is inconvenient.

This either, what is?

I could be something funny one, but not

Necessarily slightly very funny.

And without playing a trick to nobody

But something

- Gracioso pero humano.
- Esta bien.
And if I could surprise me, but that to that
Do same time feeling
That what you thought was correct
Of incorrect but wrong way.
There is something of correct in the wrong.
Quizas what I want to say is.
Mas important, I want me to be charmed.
And at the same time not.
It is that I want to feel
A connection towards something.
Or maybe not one I look for what.
In my experience, rarely him
You find in a book all.
That there are many is by that.
What do we have?
- Tenemos un popurri de elecciones.
- Popurri?
If.
There you have, poetry, Dickensen.
Basic things, a little Neruda.
- Siempre es bueno.
- Estoy de acuerdo.
This is easy to read, Ghandi life.
The one, but nobody was as inspired.
As that, A good man is
Difficult to find of Lighthouse.
- El titulo solo.
- Ana Karen, Idol.
It is funny.
This is funny.
It Quizas is not.
- De hecho, es muy gracioso y real.
- Bien, me alegra.
If you could elect alone one.
Good, I would say that nothing compares one
To the fish Romance.
Walk and grasp what happened one to me.
Was I looking for something?
- Vendido.
- Perdon?
The I love everybody.
- Solo eran sugerencias.
- Asegurese de darle su comisin.
El no trabaja ac.
- Pues debiera.
Your you are good.
To be honest, it am not.
I am Dan, I establish it.
Marie.
Hello.
I am possible Marie, compensate?
This either, here this your heat you.
My orange juice
Buy a roll
But I believe that they gave me
A small planet.
Thanks.
Tendo napkins and tools
I am a fork believer.
And your not by him I dress.
- Dime, Dan.
- Si?
- Naciste?
- Naci.
I grew as everybody and also.
This good?
This either, which mas? In the school
Taenia joins Bonanza punchbowl.
It is a program of the 60.
That wanted to be magician so
Taenia toys of magic.
Try to make levitate to a girl
You are going to laugh, slightly that
I never told him anyone in my life
And me saying it is very difficult.
And then, one gets sick.
And he died.
Me hard a time
We should talk about something mas.
So you are one of those widowers
That 3 daughters have that he knows
To women without suspicion in bookstores?
So he seems.
- Estuve ah.
- En serio?
It does not, seem that it was too difficult.
We are well now.
Seriously.
You can smile.
It is better than the alternative.
Can you grasp this?
Disculpame.
Hello.
Not minutes, if.
- Tengo que irme.
- Esta bien.
Perdi the time notion.
Desearia go on talking.
Knowing you was very cute and unusual.
Quizas can call you someday.
- Eso quizas sea incomodo.
- Supongo que tienes una relacin.
If, a new.
I had known it of not talking so.
- Eso es cierto.
- No es justo verdad?
Thanks.
You taste all of my and he does not swim one of you myself.
I do not want to pass me the life rest
Asking me by the bookstore girl.
Alone seriamos two people
Finishing a conversation.
There this well one, is not damage.
Flame or not, but flame.
 Himself for which he knows, I will call though I am
Alone to tell me not to call.
This well one.
"I will call though I am alone
To tell me not to call
I establish it.
I never do that kind of things, officer.
In general I am always careful.
Nobody believes in
- Su multa.
- Esta bien.
That good.
- Hola.
- Hola.
What does it happen?
Nobody, he swims that is to say.
Danny return.
These either partner?
If, I am well.
- En serio?
- Si.
You do not seem to be well.
Slightly very strange step.

I:
Conoci to someone and it is other thing.
- Maldicin.
- Esto es enorme.
- Tienes su numero?
- Si.
- La vas a llamar?
- Es complicado.
It is simple you have to call.
Insurance has just known her, him
That I am very quick worries.
It is never very quick
In special at his age.
- Amy, Dan conoci a alguien.
- Conocio a alguien?
What can he call so soon?
I could not say you
I have not been single per years.
My god, you knew someone.
Dan knew a ricura.
You know that, preguntemosle to potato.
How is he?
Her
Which is... the question?
That is my brother, Dan
He needs your advice.
A ricura and this knew something agitated one.
Would not it be your?
Mitch I do not mention him that
All the family would know
- No quiero asustarla.
- Vmonos todos
- Anie?
- Es Ann Marie.
Mitch me calls Anie but I am Marie.
I have to two Maries my class of
Exercises, I did not want to confuse them.
That not serious good.
I prefer Marie.
We go fondness, all the women.
Girls over there, boys over there.
Perfecto, mas short time units.
- Nano.
- Si.
Not espies.
- Estn muy atrasados.
- No es nada.
Two consecutive things.
That is strange your you are interested
In someone, he must be very special.
It is what I try to tell, you, I did not pass anything.
- Ella tiene novio.
- Eso no es problema.
- De hecho si lo es.
- Escuchen.
Grill.
- Tiene una roca en su mano izquierda?
- No, aun no.
It is fair juice then.
Concentrense people, fryer.
Pate.
Opening that is that.
The previous word the
We relate to this.
That would do the word ocean.
Everyone did them.
Go out bad if Salian so.
Dan, we are still in the crusades
We are not in them even of down.
Rays.
I end one.
Congratulations.
- Veamoslo.
- Ahora chicos.
They give what I pass you?
You did not do anything.
The I feel boys.
Let it, he has his head a lot.
Suckles, pope what he seems to them?
It is very quick for saying.
Saying that, it is shiny, kind
And adorable, if you spoil it
We will get rid of you
And her will keep her.
Dan, I am you absent there.
Seriously, that girl is incredible.
- Qu te parece?
- Es grandiosa.
Not, by here.
Do I show you where we are in this map?
If.
Of having known that you are
My brother's girlfriend.
Clear that not.
And that I become clear that I do not call you "ricura "
This is the bay.
There we are.
- Ya veo.
- Qu debemos hacer?
It is funny, we should tell everybody.
No, no, no.
- No hicimos nada malo, solo...
- Hola.
What do they do?
I show him where we are in the map.
- To Mitch, no estas contando.
- Esta bien.
One what this passing with Uds.
One they are not hiding.
- Anda.
- Esta bien.
Clay, one that these in that wardrobe.
- Los podemos ver.
- As es.
I will crouch down down even.
- Mitch es un gran tipo.
- Si que lo es.
It is funny, complicated
In a good way.
- Justo lo que necesito.
- Es un gran tipo.
Sali of a complicated relation
And uni to a gym and Mitch was there.
- Es un gran tipo.
- Sigues diciendo eso.
Because it is.
So good luck gives birth to all us.
This well one.
The small Burt told me that
They will give you a reward.
They are seeing many
Columnists it is something very distant one.
She is incredible he has lived there
Or Tibet has visited it.
Chile, Berlin, where they are the walls.
Wait
- Mitch se saco el premio.
- Si.
What must you?
Did you know someone?
Pope, not.
You always said with Susane you you won
The lottery and that to try once again
Serious miser but there past is 4 years.
Can we walk please?
Cover in asparaguses.
And never oli swims myself.
Could they pass me the corn?
I have it.
- Qu signo eres?
- Escorpio.
I also.
- Tienes hermanos?
- No.
Who wants corn?
Cuentanos something of you that
Not many know, Mitch not even.
I am a very good panquequera.
Talent Show.
- Cmo seria tu da perfecto?
- El mo comenzaria con Anie
Do not ask you.
My perfect day serious wake up in one
pais in which I do not know his language.
No customs, a place where
This out of my element.
Welcome.
That was what I said when
I saw it for the first time.
You do not have to shout. 
I thought that I had died because
There was an angel in the room.
Thanks.
- Estn enamorados?
- Este maiz es como un ngel.
The dessert.
- Algunos seguimos comiendo.
- Se esta haciendo tarde.
He does not, excuse if we overwhelm you.
When does a boyfriend turn into your lover?
This either, this well one, believe that
We should he stops doing it
You ask, he has been like that all the night.
- Sientes que te presionamos?
- No, para nada.
Himself this being kind.
I like questions.
In my family's name I wanted
Excuse, none of them
Mitch old fiancs he has been
Submitted to such interrogation.
There the diabla comes
I do not talk to you of the diabla
Nor who was in the marine.
Or to the masseur therapist.
None of the airhostesses
Of the international lineas.
- que vinieron a esta casa.
- Ya es suficiente.
Am I wrong?
Please.
Dan goes by lightening that thanks.
You are the type ready mas that I know.
Turn is of that Anie asks me
What want to know.
Preguntame what you want.
- No tengo preguntas.
- Vamos.
Mitch told that me whether he forgot
His last one, that would forget mine.
That is something stupit one.
John, brings the foot.
Your not, your you washed the plates by yourself.
I establish it, go too far of the line.
Never it is like that, you are my brother.
I believe that you would understand.
There is not anything that you can
Make me to worry.
When you talked about my others
Girls tell me bill of something
What I establish by Marie is different.
- Sabes ese sentimiento en tu...
- Corazn.
- Si, cuando tu corazn...
- Late fuerte.
How if I were I was
Of the ribs?
If.
Feel vulnerable, well but bad.
You the heart hurts and it is good.
If.
How does that call one?
Love.
You always have the words.
- Stanford o Berkley.
- Esas son buenas escuelas.
Quizas Washinton university.
Or some place close to house.
If you have problems with sleeping
You already know where to meet me.
Pope.
Mitch uncle you entered give birth your
Good night kiss?
Clear that if, Ma has their rule
Rooms separated until you marry you.
- Eso es antiguo.
- Yo estoy de acuerdo con eso.
- Gracias Dan.
- De nada.
What do you do Mitch?
Marie I buy books but I believe
That should read a book
- de un escritor verdadero.
- No es buena idea.
- Por favor no.
- Es el mejor libro.
- Quizas otro sea mejor.
- Se amable.
- Si lo firmaras seria grandioso.
- Cuidado, es primera edicion.
It is the only edition.
Good night.
He sleeps well.
Deseria you did that not give it to him.
Good luck that is everything?
This well one, worked.
Good night.
Hello, he is the Dan.
They Give hello.
Diviertete, socket fondness.
You would, accompany Marie, cute?
- Mama?
- Si?
- Traerias la musica?
- Claro, John, traela.
This well one have it here.
Dan, come very well here.
Side by side and I want to see those fists.
- Quieres dirigir?
- Si.
Sauce?
The apartment is yours.
Put you to the front.
With the arms.
Look at Dan so they see
What they do not have to do.
- Fue excelente.
- Gracias.
It was impressive.
That one is one good snooty.
Quizas you try that with me later.
Pope?
Lilly tell your sisters
That they meet me to the front.
Now.
Where do you go to? Can we go?
Can we?
In fact my daughters they want it to happen
A time of quality with his pope
But I promise us to do it other day.
Lill, we go, to the auto.
Girls, we go.
What does it happen? The grandmother me taught to weabe.
- Cara, vamos.
- No.
This well, what they are waiting?
Come here.
This must be all their place
Shells and of the mache paper shark.
Do you remember that you liked taffies?
Quedense con me

I have an idea:
If!
He sounds well.
Life this full of disillusions
Sometimes big and sometimes mas big
What will, the light or the museum be?
- Saben porque tenemos faros?
- Por qué son bonitos?
If and also because they help
When this dark.
Help to keep to the boats safely.
For which do not crash against the rocks.
Because when these over there outside
And waves you rock from a side the other.
And you that never consider truths earth once again
And that you would be able I will break to pieces
Sink until the bottom, deep.
It is that light what keeps us in course.
- La luz.
- Te sientes bien, papa?
Clear that if, fondness.
Did they have a good time?
- No.
- No.
- Chicos, dnde estaban?
- Lo se, lo se.
- Los busque por todas partes.
- Para un expertos en paternidad.
The one, I was not thinking.
Hello boy.
Dave, her you had seen, it is incredible
Me I kill the last mile.
Was it enough?
I believed that I would not achieve it.
To where he went Do they give?
Marie, there are clean towels
In the right office.
I am surprised your skin.
I am surprised your smell.
I am surprised your eyes.
¡Papa!
You are a strange one. I do not, establish it.
He is my father's loser.
If, I was spying.
- Hola?
- Tenemos que hablar.
Can not he wait?
This this working for you?
You have to be honest.
- La estoy pasando bien.
- Bien?
If, then he is.
- Te estas divirtiendo?
- Tengo jabon en los ojos.
Because you know something
Me I am not entertaining
I believe that I eat two people
We should have rules.
- No lo crees?
- Claro.
This well, of that was talking
We must keep distance, tab.
- Una toalla.
- Bien, lo siento.
Thanks.
- Deja de leer mi libro.
- Por qu?
- Y esa salsa que haces.
- De qu estas hablando?
The sauce, this thing
If you could stop doing it.
I establish it.
I would much never help each other
Have known of your existence.
- Gracias.
- Si, lo dije
He did not go in serious but I said it.
And do you taste that hare mas?
I go to make less attractive give birth
That feelings do not emerge
That funny but I
I will stop thinking in you.
- Que bien.
- Lo hare.
And if I start to think
In you who it happens maybe.
At a moment of weakness.
I will approach me in your faults.
- Mis defectos?
- Tus defectos.
And those are?
I do not have idea but you can be
Sure that I will find out it.
- Estoy ac.
- Lo siento mucho.
- Te estas duchando?
- Si, eso hare.
A small advice
Domestic old trick.
Thanks.
Can I talk you of something?
Opening.
Can he remain between us?
That you were talking about your life is alone
Last night and of the importance of traveling.
Try new things and I put me
To think of the good that serious
That seems to be this list.
Even these dressed.
Not I will, look, I will look give birth here.
Finally, I have just given me bill.
I have been thinking of what I want a lot
Do.
But not alone in the school.
I have to see that hare with my life exactly.
One that I want to go to a new place
And have a house.
But trying to decipher is difficult
Where you must be.
That good.
And have that experience, knowledge of him
That treats one.
Correct.
Me I establish landfall when giving me bill, give you
Bill of what you want, you know?
Lunch.
He walks to suit to the dining room.
You know that I believe me I will suit with
The children.
Dan.
Let me please.
Hello boys.
Hello.
Hello?
Hello.
Hello.
What this passing?
We are talking about something
But we are not entertaining.
If, I can see that.
How this? – She is surprising.
Goodbye daddy.
Goodbye.
Goodbye.
You said to me.
If, I was about getting out that of above
With a lot of forces
So I hid it and Salian, Salian very
Cute, I seemed a star.
If?
Dan. – Hello.
Fondness, we are worried about you.
And with what I pass this tomorrow are
Very worried.
Thanks, I feel been shocked.
But... I am well.
We are talking in private. – Further, this will be good.
We have to talk. – Further I am all ears.
Your you do so by your children
You do so by everybody.
What do you do for you?
It happens everyone. – That I am worried is alone.
This well one. Quedense by favor
Ma follows.
Is this by that he functioned rare? – If, fondness.
If, he is an explanation gives birth
All that.
And I have to talk with you, you have
You must be very depressed
So I think that you must feel you
With the short self-esteem
Do not - talk with my neurologist on that.
The only one asks that all us
We do he is if Dan found love of new.
Not he will not, do it. - Fondness.
I establish it, but he will not do it.
Love meets you.
I do not believe that I was being clear before
But you have to unplug that problem.
what I have listened to up to now and;
Worry, unplug, and drain.
Good... graces.
That is everything. I end one. - It is not that.
We knew Marcus daughter
In the drugstore and her I ask by you.
They should go out to have a good time.
What means that Rutri Draker will pick up you
To the 6 pm, and they are going to take some drinks.
Not the hare. - Angers to an appointment.
iNo, I will not go to an appointment!
iDan is time!
Mom I do not remember Ruthie face
I do not want to go.
iNo I want to go out with the hog face!
You are going to go. - iYa I do not remember it!
Decided iEsta! - I remember his face not even.
It will be an appointment blindly. - He walks, it will be amusing.
If, it will be amusing.
We go, do you one. - Good.
He walks as rough savage.
This either, this well one.
That is good.
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Hello. - Hello.
This is Ruthie Traper
Do you know everybody?
If.
Hello to everybody.
A taste see you.
They Give hello. - Hello.
I go on being the same one.
You are seen impressive.
Finally, that you are seems inspired to me
Doctor.
If, it is impressive.
You must not have long time to go out.
Someone had.
I was very special.
.. l muri en un accidente,
I feel it a lot.
Thanks.
What is strange, is that himself us
We knew three days.
You know as some times him you know simply. - If.
If, seriously, if.
If.
Are you a doctor? - If.
And such as is it your speciality?
I am a plastic surgeon. - Clearly it are.
Him I work one, with burns uniquely
Of disfigured children.
You are a saint.
By myself I do my part to help.
Like your brother.
Some times when I can not sleep
In the nights
I enter to internet and I read your articulos
The bundles read?
That has I join Recien. - You get lost of slightly impressive.
Seriously.
What you said, the potato mother
It is an impressive story.
And in a paragraph speeches that is necessary
Give different foods each boy
What are you your?
A restaurant?
It is shiny. - Each word
Only him I say it is that.
.. yo no tengo nios, ni tampoco problemas,
But it is clear.
That if the I have someday, your words
They will give me support.
I establish it.
Tendran that excuse, I can not
Avoid it.
With a backside I seized
.. que mas puede pedir alguien.
He hears.
Truth does not disturb her? - If.
Good.
But I do not believe that this interested in her. - Not him these?
Am not it?
I do not believe that the east.
The these?
If!
It seems that he feels better.
If, he seems.
That is good.
We go.
We go.
Ayudame.
I like your cart a lot. - Thanks.
It was a taste know you Ruth.
If, to you also. - Boys go.
Actually they Give and I will go to
Give a turn.
Do not wait us.
This is fantastico. - One such as the ingredient is secret.
Love. - To my also.
One can not describe with words.
How are they? - Daddy, they are delicious.
Nothing arrests it, certain pope?
A recipe is secret but
He will tell it to me.
If?
How you do you establish this morning?
Yesterday was amusing.
You must be hungry by him of last night.
Does he become one mas there?
Thanks.
Actually if I have a little hunger.
Pruebalos, they are good.
Did you have luck?
What there is or not passed, nobody
Him mas deserves that your.
¡Vamos to play!
¡Afuera!
Delicious.
¡Vamos!  ¡Vamos pope!
I have it.
We go Mary.
Why you persist in functioning I eat
A quinciaero?
It is not what I want.
But you must use the head.  - What does that mean?
I believe that you know what he means.
Daddy, you could.  - If.
Alo?
I am not, his daddy.
Someone called Jordie stops
You.
¡Vamos!
¡Todos!
¡Dan had a call!
And they know that the calls are everything
For a columnist.
This well one, lets me explain them.
They have asked me to have a meeting with
Monty Marxs manager.
He is a group of the newspaper.
He will be tomorrow.
And they are going to establish with me.
¡Felicitaciones!
You are a good one boys.
Daddy.
Pope.
Lilly has asked me because
You were flirting with Mary.
I was not flirting.  - Do not worry, cover you.
I told him that I was not anything.
Because it is not.
Daddy.
I am 17 years.
If it were doing.
That does not matter, I do not think that east
Interested in you.
I seized that calming
This well one?
Congratulations.  - Thanks.
Hello.
This well one
Hello.
The I take a bus gives birth here
He has come from Boston.
Daddy, that loves me.
Good.
You do not have to worry
When one he reports to the sex.
Marty is who wants to wait.
And that must give me peacefulness?
I love daddy.
The master, the master.
The master.
You do not love him.
What we have is true love.
Alone because your you him do not have he does not mean that you must Punish us.
Love is not at your age, appeal is Sexual.
It is not love. - Your you are not good.
Do not I understand?
You not do not, understand what you believe that you understand.
What is what I understand?
Help me please.
What do you feel connected to that person?
And when this person's fences
You do not know that say and you say about everything.
That this in your mind and in your heart
You know that they are destined to be together.
That this person will make to live you a best one
Version of your life.
If you understand.
I establish it
Cometi an error.
I took Nora to the Bus season
Your tia this waiting for you.
If gentleman.
He looks, I am not your father, but you must know that
Love is a dangerous feeling.
Not gentleman.
These discussing with me? - Not.
It is alone.
Love is not a feeling, it is an ability.
Who told you that?
Invent it, gentleman.
Come to say goodbye.
I love the window. -
That is everything.
Me truths soon.
¡No!
¡Te master!
That sweet.
Sweet? How it can be
Sweet that?
Be as certain to feel a lot of love.
Love, not is a feeling. - Not?
It is an ability.
If that is true you have a daughter very skillful.
¡Tu you are a love assassin!
This well Sarah, the following ones.
We must do something with the girls
That we do usually.
My daughter and I work on the same.
That is cute.
And Jane?
This annoyed one. - What did he tell you?
Love assassin.
Decias?
Teniamos he plan for all the family slightly.
Did your pope function?
That will not do it.
That is the only one this excluded from doing it.
I introduce myself to Bill Wilson.
These well ones? - Not.
Always do what bundles.
Mary is not a normal girl
I have to do something special.
Your same one one.
This is by Marty.
I have an idea.
Do you consider that this well one?
It can be.
Either, the last but not minus
The Mitch uncle.
Someone very wise, my brother.
He once told me that if.
.. quieres ser completamente honesto.
He sings.

By the way, let me present him my band

I him do not believe, he touched

Very well in the school.

¡Bien Mitch uncle!

What that said.

What was that?

I could not arrest me.

What will we do now?

We can not do anything.

He is my brother.

Why you sang do I give birth my?

Because

He paginates 92, that lives because a

Angel I enter to the room.

He paginates 148, I will forget your past

If you forgive mine.

It seems that that was done by you.

It is unbearable.

I can not go on wanting.

Daddy?

If he Blows?

Can you come to my room?

I want to show you something that I need.

We will do it tomorrow

I promise it.

This either daddy.

What this passing?

I must not have sung

The one.

But I already did it.

This crying or laughing?

No, please.

Do not let me.

Here he comes.

¡Mam!

Do not function please normal.

I was an impressive kind.

She said that she loved me a lot.

And he said later.

The two we have to find ours

Twin souls.

I am confused not one I pass that

Of yesterday for today.
That made it to happen this.
There a reason by which is she. -...
Why do you look me to my? - I am not looking.
The I look at his future and your these
In that.
Dan , you have something that to add?
If, that the expert has to say
We go.
Fondness, the truth is.
We fell down well.
If, really if.
This not this using
Not.
We should do something amusing one.
If!
This is my blood. - Do it.
To his marks.
¡Vamos!
Hello Jordie.
You can not talk. - Not, but continuous.
I went. - The one.
Give Frankling.
But the truth is.
If. - I did not go.
A beautiful smile, charming eyes
Which kind of woman?
Marie. - If.
Mitch, not.
Daddy?
Hello.
Do not you want to play? - This will make it when I come back , well?
This well one.
You of new.
An official taste see it
How this today?
Does he know by that I stopped it? - Clear that if.
One what towards and one that this
Evil.
This cost him. - Pongalo in my bill.
What was that? - Pongalo in my bill.
What are we doing?
That can this evil.
If.
But there is something correct one in our equivocation
Fodder.
You create
.. tenemos algo? And the girls
They ask you.
What?
I believe that all this is premature.
You are right.
Not if you know play bowlings.
Well iEsta!
iEspera!
In the line.
We go. - We go.
I not at all, by myself am seeing.
List?
That one was a terrible shooting.
We can make it of new.
Two pines. - That is good.
iDios!
If!
We go, together
At three.
If!
Pope?
My god, daddy
Which bundles?
Which devils?
Mary?
Which devils this passing?
I can explain it.
You two they finished, certain? - Two hour ago.
The one, the one, himself.
I thought that you had gone. - He made it, by himself good I arrive long away.
I can explain this.
Explicalo.
You either, you remember the woman
Of the shop?
Here this.
Your you told me to go behind of her and
I did not do it.
Like that step Mitch.
You know as this sees one
But not like me I establish.
Establish this.
My god.
Which step? - I feel it a lot.
All tranquilicense.
I establish it.
Mary?

iNo you go!
Not one of which we were thinking.
I establish it.
Do not go.
Daddy?
iPap waits!
I That do you do?
iPap!
This is his appointment for her cut.
A mas thing, I need his
Licence.
You have guest.
Talking about the devil.
Hello. - Hello.
Cindy Lampson and her publisher
Company.
Hello.
Jim Lamson publicist. - A taste know it.
If, we have been here talking with your
Family.
We have had the pleasure of knowing to your
Charming daughters.
I brought something of taking.
Thanks, that sees one.
Thank you very much.
Thanks.
Father.
And by yourself you are not a love assassin.
You are the worst world father.
That sweet.
Good, as he must know, we have one
Pair of candidates mas
But my father and I are trusting
That have seen the best to the last one.
Girls can go if they want it.
If this well one, should remain, one I like
Have the family near.
With Dan everyone keep the things
Between family.
Certain Dan?
Thereby we think of you, in your columns
You represent your moral values.
The personal features that one
They reflect in your writings very impressive sound.
Honesty, confidence. - Dan have impressive plans for you.
What we want to do, is that you say to him
To your readers who you do. -
What is that?
Put to the family first.
This well, this is the question.
Someone has not been reading his Column.
I am not sure that means that.
Andate.
You are one lie and a hypocrite
Deceive your brother with his girlfriend.
What as well do you know it? - Two violations and a collision.
Was that part of the plan?
The worst of all.
It was that you avoid to Lilly
She has wanted to show you something that did
For you.
But you never were.
I made a mistake really. - You did not do it.
If I did it mom.
What I made to Lilly. - Do not forget Mitch.
If.
And to that newspaper people. - It was not a good day.
If I had approached me in death
Of my wife.
Please.
Love is like that. - Debi have made it better.
Heri to my children. - He walks to desherirlos.
Fondness do task errors. - Many, too many.
Can someone give me other box by favor?
If, I already go.
Mitch, I.
Mas had to have been someone.
I am very
Let it there.
Hello beautiful.
Girls?
I would like to talk with Lilly to
Alone, if it is possible.
This well one.
One that spoils all, a lot.
If, you did it.
Now
Ma.

Strange to his mom, all the time
Always the hare.
Mom has gone.
I see fondness, every day.
I see it in his goodness, sacrifice
And passion.

Lilly, I memorize... his smile.
This is what hare.
I will punish me by life.
I will stay with you
I will be with you.
These with us everybody

The days.
I will not go to no place.
Confuse Veran, a little with
Mary.

But that one I end
This well one?

Perdi the head.
I was stupit, because I love her.

What?
That is... not not her master
What is not fifteen saying.
How I can love her if alone
I know it?
Three days.
If.

How can you know in 3 days?
Not him one.
If the one, I love her.
I love her, I love her, I love her.

He walks by her.
You must be happy.
He walks.

Now.

Fondness, for the path.
What does it happen?
I can not do it. - You must do it.
I do not have licence.
I am very good with the advices.
This is very strange.
But I would not lose it.
Dear readers for most
You this column in his newspaper is my first one
In the future I will answer his questions, but
Today
I want to break my usual format and
Talk to him on the objective of the plans.
Not my plans with this column, but
My life plans.
As everybody we do it.
And as we hope our children to can
Do it by if same.
But to be honest with ourselves
The plans that do do not work as we wait
So instead of asking people
Young , such as they are your plans?
What do you plan to do with your life?
Maybe must tell them this
Plan to have a surprise.
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